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Trading the "roll/curve"

At its meeting on 15 June 1999, the Board considered whether to allow trading in the Roll/Curve to 
continue.

As Members would be aware, there was considerable discussion regarding a "Roll/Curve" trade (also 
referred to as "the Jackal") which was executed in the Three Year Bond pit on 7 June 1999.  The trade, 
which consisted of four (4) separate legs, encompassed the "rolling" of a June 1999 Three Year 
Bond/Ten Year Bond spread into September 1999.

The Board determined that the execution of "Roll/Curve" trades are permitted to continue, 
however, that trades are subject to the following conditions:

1. All orders shall be represented in the pit and trades executed using the terminology 
"Roll/Curve";

2. All "Roll/Curve" trades must be executed in accordance with the procedures as set out in 
Sections TE.6.10, TE.6.11 and TE.6.12 of the Trading Etiquette and also, the Exchange's 
Business Rules which prohibit Prearrangement, Withholding and Disclosure i.e. orders must be 
shown to the pit before Members attempt to solicit counterparties;

3. All "Roll/Curve" trades must be executed in the pit of the nearest expiry i.e. YB pit;

4. Members who execute "Roll/Curve" trades must notify Exchange staff in the relevant pit and 
further, submit the Trading Chit ‘white copy’ for approval.  Exchange staff will then be required to 
record "Roll/Curve" trades in a similar manner to crosses;

5. All "Roll/Curve" trades must be executed at the correct volatility match (ratio); and

6. Each trade in a "Roll/Curve" must be allocated to the same account.

With respect to condition 5, it is noted that market participants often require a different ratio to that 
which is implied by the current tick values.  However, it was agreed that prohibiting all ratios except that 
which reflects the correct volatility match will discourage Members from prearranging trades in order to 
exclude market participants who trade only the standard ratio. In this regard, Members who receive an 



order to execute a "Roll/Curve" trade at a different ratio will be required to "leg" into the whole trade or 
execute as much as possible at the standard ratio then execute the remaining volume in the market.

With respect to condition 6, it was agreed that each trade be allocated to the same account to ensure 
there is no incentive to ‘package’ client orders together to create "Roll/Curve" trades and therefore 
exclude market participants who do not have a requirement to trade all 4 contracts.

Surveillance staff will monitor the execution of "Roll/Curve" trades to ensure that they are executed in a 
fair and orderly manner and in accordance with the above conditions.

Should you have any other queries in regard to the above, please contact Bronwyn Hill on 9256 0699.
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